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Phone Up Some Fun
We've got a big selection of unique and innovative phones the whole family will love.

From ultra -modern designs to replica phones and collector models, you can get them

all through your neighborhood RadioShack store!

=I Porcelain Rose phone with matching clock & photo frame
Add a touch of antique elegance to any room-set includes color coordinated phone, desk clock and picture frame.
Keypad lights up when you pick up the handset, flashes when you have a call. Tone/pulse dialing. Hearing aid
compatible.
RSU 12124335

Phone only. RSU 12123220

59.99

49.99

Country kitchen phone
also keeps you organized
Wall -mounted phone has two hooks for keys, cork
bulletin board for posting reminders and a notepad
with pencil-perfect for jotting down quick notes or
phone numbers. Tone/pulse dialing with last -number
redial. RSU 12124418 49.99

glEj Smooch! Hot Lips telephone
It's hard to find a set of lips like these-eye-catching pink two-piece phone has one -
touch redial of last number called and tone/pulse dialing. RSU 12073433 .... 34.99

armn Classic -style phone with
handcrafted wooden cabinet
The look of a bygone era, but with the convenient features
of today. Switchable tone/pulse dialing, last -number redial,
ringer and receiver volume control. Attractive rich oak finish,
handy storage compartment.
RSU 12124160 59.99

- Casablanca phone
Classic styling with modern features. Flash button for
use with services like Call Waiting and 3 -way Calling.
Last -number redial, ringer on/off switch and tone/
pulse dialing. RSU 12124400 29.99

[Z]=1 Cinema phone lets you
put your name in lights
A must for any movie buff! Detailed theater replica
witn lighted exterior has two full sets of letters for
custom marquee messages. "Dream" sign detaches
to reveal phone handset on back. Tone/pulse dialing.
RSU 12124699 89.99

Light -up Coca-Cola® phone
Quench your thirst to chat with this bright red phone featuring the logo of the famous
soft drink. Conventional bell ringer, last -number redial. RSU 12073409 39.99

Items with an RSU number are available for fast shipment direct to your door from RadioShack Unlimited'''. Shipping and pricing information on page 395.


